
Solo Banana Retreat - Day 4 (Full Day) 

 

 

 
 
Woke up many times during the night, not really even sure if I slept or not cause it 

was raining quite hard and hitting the tarp all night. 

 

Eventually, ended up getting up at 9am. 

 

Needed to pee so got out of the tent and brushed my teeth and then boiled some water 

with lemon and grabbed bananas. Came back to the tent to do a sit and ate 2 bananas 

very observingly. 

 

 

 

O 

Sit #1 – 1 hr 30 min (Tent sit) 

 

Started getting super present and this feeling of amazement came into experience, 

started thinking how does something like this even exist, so much detail and 

perfection that has gone into creating such a simple thing as a banana. It’s not 

only amazing on its own but also the ability that it can interact with everything 

else in some way or another is just mind blowing. Everything in this existence seems 

to be able to interact with everything else, it's just crazy. 

During the sit closed my eyes pretty much the entire sit and focused on getting in 

touch with the moment right now, whatever was currently happening was brought to 

attention and zeroed in on all the happenings in the current moment as long as 

possible. Eventually the mind started being active and shoving its stories and 

memories. Lots came from when I was in Miami - like images of Lincoln Road, or 

playing tennis and Arantxa Sanchez Vicario walking in, going to the Ritz Carlton 

after Miami Open, etc. Noticed all these and slowly just took attention back into the 

happenings in direct experience. This happened a lot in the sit, and had to stay 

alert to bring it back each time. 

After about an hour perhaps, decided to do a chakra opening exercise, just started 

from the bottom focusing on the colour of each chakra. Became aware of each chakra 

opening and energy starting to flow. put attention for like 1 minute in each. Moved 



up to the next and repeated. Once got to the top moved back down through each one 

again. After that focused all the energy to flow rapidly up the spine all the way up 

and took some really deep inhales and exhales. Noticed that this exercise really 

wakes something up inside because felt super energized and now that am journaling 

feel all this activity in all those chakra spots. Not sure what this is really but 

every time I have been doing this exercise over the years it seems to be the same 

result. Quite amazing! Think that this is Kundalini but never practiced it with a 

teacher still something have to research more. 

After that did some chanting for 5 minutes and finished the sit. 

End of sit. 

O 

 

 

After the sit went and prepared stuff to go to the bathroom. Ate a banana. Made a 

smoothie and set off to the forest. 

Decided to go back the way opposite of the water and ended up on that trail again. 

This time decided to do the whole trail which ended up being very short and lead to 

the road. Was called the Pine Trail. Sat for bit on a bench part of the trail and ate 

a banana and also finished the 3 banana smoothie. 

After that set off towards the water and actually made it right next to this cool 

tree right by the water on the dune. Looks like a tree from Africa like on a safari. 

 

 

O 

Sit #2 - 30 min (Safari tree) 

Closed my eyes and just allowed the moment to take me in and melt me away. Felt very 

peaceful and very grateful during this moment. Was happy for this day and just for 

the mere fact of existing. 



End of sit. 

O 

 

 

Eventually got cold and decided to walk along the beach for a bit towards the 

mystical tree as its warmer there since it’s away from the water and protected by 

trees. 

 

O 

Sit #3 - 1 hr (Mystical tree) 

This time kept my eyes open and focused on connecting deeply with that piece of life 

that was in front of me. Focused on totally surrendering to life, especially focused 

on the heart area and opening it up totally. Took some deep breaths and just placed 

awareness on the heart and just kept saying I surrender and just kept sitting there 

staying alert of the heart area. Eventually felt like some tension was let go and 

some sensations occurred there. Stayed alert of those and continued to sit. 

After some time passed there was this need to drop all barriers and be totally 

vulnerable so eventually had this thought to just get naked right there. Wasnt that 

warm but the sun came out a bit so decided to go for it just cause remembered from my 

last retreat when did that felt totally liberating. It's something so silly yet can 

shift something inside oneself cause we are always bound to being clothed so when can 

remove everything and be totally present it just adds depth to the experience cause 

you are literally removing boundaries. Stayed naked just for a couple minutes cause 

it was cold, and then after continued to sit and there was this kid like joy there 

cause it's just so freeing to do something that is a bit scary. Finished the sit and 

headed back to the campsite. 

End of sit. 

O 

 



 

Came back, heated some water and ate 3 bananas. 

 

Banana Feel Check 

Feel really good. Went to the bathroom this morning. No cravings are present. Energy 

is great been going on hikes every day running up dunes and walking for a while. 

Emotionally good, mentally good, and physically good. Feels a bit strange that am 

enjoying this break from other food and being totally present with eating the 

bananas. Guess surrendering to the experience has helped and staying conscious. 

 

Went inside the tent for a bit cause was cold and warmed up and eventually did a sit 

 

 

O 

Sit #4 - 1 hr (In tent) 

During this sit focused once again of melting into the moment as totally as possible. 

Any time the mind would bring something up was able to stay vigilant and touch back 

to actuality. Sometimes it takes some time to get back because the minds momentum 

builds and staying alert is crucial to not get sucked in for long periods of time. 

Felt super connected in that alive space and was grateful for it. 

End of sit. 

O 

 

 

After the sit, ate 1 banana. This is now the 3rd day of eating just bananas. 

 



Banana Feel Check 

Still feel great. Don’t seem to have any cravings unless they are so subtle that 

can’t seem notice them. Still enjoying this and it definitely helps in the sense of 

meditating. At home sometimes eat something and then feel full and then try to 

meditate which doesn't work well. Also noticed that it's like a distraction mechanism 

the mind uses because many times before meditation the mind will want to eat. Here 

while on just bananas don’t feel full and only really eat when am hungry so there is 

no distraction. No headaches or feeling down or depressed or this need for something 

different.   

 

Prepared stuff to take a shower and make a smoothie and headed to the bathroom. 

 

During the shower focused once again to stay present, really feeling all that was 

being experienced, rather than allowing the mind to say things and keep attention in 

them. For instance the big one is always, i am cold, it is cold here, why can’t it 

be warmer? It doesn't this on and on. The fact is that the water is warm, hot at 

times and at the moment what is real is the sensations not the mind stuff. Therefore 

kept getting back to actuality and having this shower experience minus the mind 

chatter. Even when getting dressed took moments to pause and not rush to quickly get 

dressed because the mind was saying it is cold. 

Came back to the campsite unpacked the bag, sat at the picnic table and started 

drinking the 3 banana smoothie and journaling. 

Andrew, my friend from childhood hinted at coming today, but not really putting much 

energy into this as most likely he wont as he has young kids. Have my phone on 

airplane mode all trip. He knows the spot if anything he will come if not, good too. 

Before my journey into self-actualization would wait on people and get annoyed if 

they didn’t show up, but now just take any moment how it comes. 

Packed up my things and decided to go and do a sit 

 

 

 



 

 

O 

Sit #5 - 30 min (Mystical tree) 

Always feel a powerful energy here, so decided to do as many sits here as possible.  

It just seems to invoke stillness inside me and so I like sharing its space. Sat 

mostly with eyes closed and focused on feeling the sensations as deeply as possible 

without letting the mind interrupt with its shenanigans. Felt a deep connection arise 

and just stayed in that space for the majority of the time. 

End of sit. 

O 

 

 

After sit went back to the site and from there headed to the dunes next to the site 

to sit with the sunset. Stayed for like 20 minutes but eventually decided to leave 

because it was pretty chilly. 

Got back and ate 2 bananas and got everything ready for the night and started the 

fire.  Was pretty tired so only stayed by the fire for a brief time and then went 

inside the tent and eventually passed out. 

 


